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Ground Floor +0,00. Scale 1:400.

Section South-North. Scale 1:300. South view during the celebration of the Monegros Desert Festival.

North Elevation View.

1_Offices.
2_Bicycle Rental.
3_Bar/ Cafeteria.
4_Diner.
5_Public Kitchen.

 6_Meeting Room. 
7_Staff Bathroom.
8_Laboratories.
9_Laundry Room.

10_Water Treatment Plant.
11_Room Storage.
12_Reception. 
13_Common Bathrooms.

14_Entrance/ Drop off. 
15_Chill out Area.
16_VIP Zone.
17_Suppliers Entrance.
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  The Project is situated in the Monegros Desert within Candasnos countryside, next to the Monegros Desert Festival parcel. The site is a crucial spot in the region due to the annual celebration since 1994 of one 
of the most important electronic music Festival in Europe, Monegros Desert Festival. Moreover the Catalan Route of el Camino de Santiago passes by. Therefore the project site is considered a strategic location 
for the tourism development. The hotel aims to host two different kind of clients:

- Monegros Desert Festival attendants [During its celebration in July].
- Peregrines,trekkers,cyclists,... [Rest of the year].

  The hotel will reach its demand peak during the celebration of the Festival and will decrease for the rest of the year. Therefore it is considered essential to propose a dynamic and transformable scheme, eco-
nomically sustainable and contextual. It is proposed as a vertical camping under constant transformation which configures according to its demand. A massive steel skeleton that faces the Festival site will host 
the rooms.

The Monegros Desert has its origins in non natural causes and the Festival is one of the factors that damages the landscape every year. The project proposes the regeneration of some of the surrounding areas 
through the plantation of potato fields. The potato starch will make possible to produce PLA membrane for the room envelopes. After certain period of use these envelopes will be used as compost for the fields.
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Location Map. Roads Plan. Access Plan.

Site Plan.

Aerial View.

  A linear volume is set up facing the plot and it responds to aspects such the magnitude of the project, the direct connection with the Festival and the dominant wind direction. This scheme establishes a 
program in which the linear volume clearly separates the common spaces in the north wing and the open chilling spaces directly connected to the Festival in the south wing. There will be an exhaustive 
control of the customers access to the hotel. All the common uses are placed on the ground floor within lightweight construction modules in order to allow their assembly and disassembly. The entire ground 
floor will be covered by a shadow mesh. The proposal seeks to reduce the environmental impact through the use of removable constructive systems and avoiding the alteration of the land. 
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  The room module consists of a lightweight aluminum box that will supported by steel beams and a cell of 
PLA that will be moored to steel cables. In this way the cell will become the mattress of the guests. In the 
front an ETFE panel lets the natural light in and provides ventilation through its holding frame. 
  
  There are six room typologies. In total 40 % of the rooms include ensuite bathroom. For this reason the 
rooms may occupy different “plots” but always in the same vertical, given the situation of the facilities in cer-
tain bays. To provide a service for those clients who do not have an ensuite bathroom, common bathrooms 
are set on the ground floor.

  The hotel will be coordinated in constant communication between reception and the warehouse. Once 
notified of the entry time for the guests and the room type chosen, the room module will be carried to the 
lift. After the room is positioned on the lift, it will be transported to the reserved plot. The assembly shall be 
carried out by two people. After a limited period of use, the PLA membrane envelope will be processed into 
compost for the potato plantations. In this process all of the anchorages and different parts will be reclaimed 
for the forthcoming rooms.

Triple Room with bathroom.Default Room Plan Zoom. Scale 1:100.

North Elevation View. Corridor View of Default Room Story. South View.

Plan Triple Room. Scale 1:40.Section Triple Room. Scale 1:40.
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Typologies.

Triple Room with bathroom. Double Room with bathroom. Single Room with bathroom. Triple Room. Double Room. Single Room.

South Elevation. Scale 1:400.

Default Room Plan. Scale 1:400.
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